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About This Game

You are a space trooper. Your crew finished the cleaning mission and left you alone by accident. Now you are surrounded by
aliens. They're not going to judge you or something, they just want to tear you apart in pieces. Prepare to die?

Fight them as long as you can. Your crew may help you later. Maybe one of squad members were also left here?

You have an arsenal of four weapons, which can be loot from bosses. And aliens will sometimes drop some other weaponry if
not damaged.

That's it. Good luck.

Features:

 Hardcore gameplay: are you a natural born alien hunter? Let's find out.

 Retro-style pixel-art graphics: every sprite and background was drawn with love and care.

 Retro-style chip sounds: do you love NES? Or maybe Famicom? Or Dendi? You have to check this game's sounds out
then.

 Impressive chiptune soundtrack by Awesome Force*: it is really great, you have to check it out.
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 Split-screen Co-op: you can play with your friend if you have an XBOX controller. Just contact them and try it out.

 Steam achievements and leaderboards: did you achieve more than 1000 points? Or even more than 2000? Your friends
will know about it. And they will be mad at themselves for being not the best gamers.

* — Codex EP by Awesome Force on the Bandcamp. If you like the soundtrack, don't be afraid to support the author for his
amazing music. He will highly appreciate it!
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Having fun with my kid going through this game so far. Great music, and good puzzles. Did run into a bug with jumping where
on certain surfaces characters can't walk or jump properly. There is a solution though; turn on v-sync in the video options..
Fantastic game 10/10 Would rope again! If you haven't touched this game, you are missing out big time. One of the most unique
experiences ever to be had on steam for just five bucks(or a buck twenty four right now).. If you like classic point & click
adventures this game is not a bad purchase, especially if it's on sale.
Not among the best, but far from the worst of the genre, it's good for somewhere around 15 leisurely paced hours of
entertainment.

Most of the puzzles are fairly easy, and some bordering on trivial, but a few may cause some headscratching and the dreaded try
everything with everything else syndrome common to the genre. I only found one of them nonsensical enough to be really
frustrating however, as for the most part things made plausible sense.

Another common problem with this type of game is pixelhunting, when some utterly insignificant part of the screen happens to
contain an important hot-spot that is almost indistinguishable from it's surroundings. There a a couple of those in this game, like 
a small nail in a wall and a slightly irregular spot in the sand.
This is not a big deal though, because there is a hot-spot indicator in the game that you can turn on or off as you please.

Graphically I'd say it's atmospheric and nice looking, but nothing to write home about. Some animations look a little silly or
jerky from time to time, but there really isn't much movement going on aside from your charachter running around anyway, so
no biggie.

As for audio, there is sound, and there is also music, none of it terrible or out of place and none of it particularly good.
The voice acting is mostly low key and imo mediocre, but not bad.

The story and writing is ok if you don't expect too much from it. The greatest weakness, I think, is that the characters are flat,
predictable and uninteresting. Also, the ending is ridiculously underwhelming.

Now, looking at this review, one might think this game is mediocre at best. Well, it may not be a masterpiece, but I found my
playthrough enjoyable despite a few shortcomings. There are better games, yes, but there is also a ton of much worse ones. All
in all it beats watching TV and if you get it on sale i'ts well worth the money.. This is a different breakout game then the usual
It's not about a lot of blocks in the map to hit, its about how to get further, and trying to get further
use different functions like shooting spikes to make some moments a little difficult
There are also bosses to defeat
great job!

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=9qv6S6kuX-A. Development has ceased, get it only if it's 90% off. Otherwise not worth it..
Extremely fun. LARGE REPLAY VALUE. first ever steam game purchased. real dissapointment too. this game was nowhere
near as good as its predecessor. it had great graphics, and thats about it. all planes feel like they have no power at all, which is
stupid as these were lightweight fighter planes with immensely powerful engines. then you have the realism problem. in IL-2
1942 you could land literally anywhere without getting automatically blown up. in 1942, if you crash landed it showed you the
full crash land and then allowed you to warp to a different still flying aircraft. in this game, if you crash land itas automatically a
game over.
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4/10 game that had the potential to be a 10/10 game.. Needs more kinds of miniguns plz
. I Told some guy to suck on my left testicle. Overscan/DPI issues prevent the mouse pointer working in this game. The
developers have not fixed the problem, the game is unsupported. If you have a 4K or better monitor, and therefore use custom
DPI settings, the game isn't playable.
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Absolute masterpiece. Plot twist after plot twist after plot twist, constant shocking revelations that left my mouth hanging. And
it's so sad, so very sad.... I usually dont make reviews or enjoy early access games, however, ive been surprised twice this month,
the first was with battlerite, and the other was this game.
I enjoy visual novels, specially romantic ones. And when i saw the romance tag on this work, together with the art style the
author has, made me purchase this game regardless of being in early access.
I didnt get much romance, since the story is still incomplete, but i got something i did not think id find in a vn, a good "combat"
system. I played the casual mode, it was difficult, and i will try the normal mode after new story comes out, the characters are
really charming and have a great development so far.
The only negatives i can think of are proper of an early access game (few bugs here and there, unpolished details,etc) , and cant
be solved without funds, which will only come if more ppl try this game.
So, my honest review?
if you compare this to all the other good visual novels out there, id give it an 8\/10, however, this game was made by a single
person and i think it deserves a bit more credit than those that are made by lots. so id give a 9\/10. Good music, good thematic,
Excellent art, and great combat. This creator deserves a chance to show its full potential, lets give it a chance.. Simple, relaxing
and pleasant to your eyes and ears. While early levels are rather simple and won't pose almost any challenge, a few dozens of
minutes later the game gets mildly challenging at times without getting frustrating or boring. The graphics and audio are rather
minimalistic, but they're used wisely and never fill your screen with unnecessary clutter, so navigating through levels feels
natural and chances of getting stuck are extremely low.

Tech-wise, this game works nicely even on integrated GPUs without any noticeable framerate drops/slowdown, but sometimes I
get screen tearing on my rig, so forcing VSync through the GPU drivers is a good idea.. pros:
one handed gameplay
jiggle physics

cons:
none. About 6 hrs of story content for 3€, absolutely fair.
Story is very good, but theres nearly nothing visual about this "Visual-Novel".
So think about this more as a pure novel.. Worst game ever...so boring, not fun, not worth spending money on at all!!!. Got it for
9 cents. It's a good DLC, but only gives you one new planet which can be completed under 30 minutes. If you like Waveform,
get it now while it's on a -91% sale.

Alien Attack: Zero Steam achievements are now avaliable!:
Now you can compete with your friends and be the coolest guy! :happy_creep:. New Update!:
- Added 5 steam achievements (will force them to work ASAP)
- Balanced something
- Aliens are now spawning better
- Added 3 enemies
- Added German And Russian Language. Alien Attack: In Space v1.0 now avaliable!:
— Multi-language support, added:

 Traditional+Simplified Chinese language

 Italian language

 German language

 French language

 Japanese language

 Portguese language

 Spanish language
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If there are some issues with translation, go to Discussions' tread and write there about it: it will be fixed ASAP.
— Bigger screen update: no more claustrophobia.
— Improved shooting and alien spawning mechanics
— DSG changed to Alien Jellyfish everywhere
— Added a bunch of palettes (15)
— Optimized code
— Transferred to a new engine (from GM:S to GM:S2)
— ... And some minor fixes. Check our new game on Greenlight!:
http://steamcommunity.com/sharedfiles/filedetails/?id=773764755. "FATAL ERROR in Vertex Shader ..." fix:
Hi there!
We have noticed (not for everyone) that the game shows up an error about "Vertex Shader bla bla bla" on launch. The reason is
that you have no DirectX runtime installed. We've added it to default installation redists. But if you have an error appearing
again and again, you can install the runtime from here:
DirectX End-User Runtime Web Installer[www.microsoft.com]
Hope it will work for you!. New update!:
Finally highscore and all other stats (deaths, kills, palettes + settings) are saving for you on the hard drive space! WE FINALLY
DID IT! LOL!
Happy alien hunting! . Alien Attack: In Space v1.02:
— Now you can make in-game screenshots and upload them into Steam!
— Death screen reimagined
— Added a new enemy (triple-shot alien berserker)
— Gamepad stick menu navigation implemented
— Some visuals changed
— Optimized some code
— A bunch of minor fixes. Alien Attack: Zero release!:
Here is our new game published as DLC to AAIS! If you liked AAIS then you should like this game too!
http://store.steampowered.com/app/601690/. Highscores are now online!:
Hi everyone! We have some good news!

Now you can access leaderboard and compete with your friends!

To see the highscores table:

1.  Go to AAIS from your games library (but don't run it!)

2.  Press View all achievements button

3.  Press Leaderboards button

4.  Press Show!

Happy alien hunting! :)
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